Patterns, colors, textures and surfaces derived from nature and distilled into our **hard surface collections** provide a myriad of flooring solutions that are perfect for a multitude of specifications. From shimmering stone to distressed wood grain, the depth of color and compositional quality will have you believing that our hard surface products are a step above the rest.
The Mohawk Group’s Luxury Vinyl Tile collections combine durability and performance, create a comfortable feel underfoot, and come in a variety of textures and colorways that enrich spaces.
HOT & HEAVY GROWN UP | 758 Hermes and 958 Cole

10 Colorways | 9” x 59” | Loose Lay LVT
HOT & HEAVY BOLDER | 172 Sulfer, ANASTASIA | D42379, Synthesis Broadloom

8 Colorways | 36” x 36” | Loose Lay LVT
MASS APPEAL METAL | 859 So Fetch

12 Colorways | 18" x 36" | Loose Lay LVT
MASS APPEAL METAL | 859 On the Line
ICONIC EARTH METAMORPHIC | 358 Classic Ridge Metallic, 12BY36

MASS APPEAL METAL | 355 Daze Red, 959 So Fetch
MASS APPEAL MATTER  |  538 Gingersnap

6 Colorways  |  18” x 36”  |  Loose Lay LVT
ACTIVE TEC WOOD | 20 American Cherry, 31 Barnwood, 41 Nutshell
CLIC STEP URBAN PATINA | 258 Light Rail, 786 Boulevard

14 Colorways | 7” x 48” | Click LVT
TRENTA STONE | 358 Hearth, TRENTA WOOD | 958 Windsor

20 Total Colorways | 12” x 24”, 18” x 18” and 18” x 36” | Glue Down LVT

Color and size offerings are dependent on style.
TRENTA WOOD | 268 Chai Latte

28 Total Colorways | 4" x 36", 7.25" x 48", 9" x 48" Glue Down LVT

Color and size offerings are dependent on style.
GLOBAL ENTRY ANTIEK | 931 Sia, TELLING SPACES BELONGING | 859 Expedition, Broadloom

6 Colorways | 9” x 48” | Glue Down LVT
GLOBAL ENTRY SHIKUMEN | 585 CHU, DENIM ZIP IT & HEM | 955 Skinny, 12BY36

4 Colorways | 18” x 36” | Glue Down LVT
SELECT STEP STONE | T001 Bronze Kona, T002M Sea Salt

11 Total Colorways | 18” x 36” and 18” x 18” | Glue Down LVT

Color and size offerings are dependent on style.
SELECT STEP WOOD | Por5S Ginger Snap

14 Total Colorways | 6” x 48” and 7.25” x 48” | Glue Down LVT

Color and size offerings are dependent on color.
From timeless and classic to modern and authentic, Mohawk Group offers a variety of beautifully-crafted commercial hardwood flooring available in engineered and solid constructions with a complete range of moldings and transitions.
DAVIS | 25 Sable Hickory

8 Colorways | 2.25", 3.25", and 5" W x Random Lengths | Hardwood
10 Colorways | 5" and 5 25/32" W x Random Lengths | Hardwood
Color and size offerings are dependent on style.
Rich textures and realistic finishes will have you believing our laminate is the real thing. Combining ease of care, wearability and the look of real wood, our laminates embody the ultimate commercial flooring solution.
IN THE GROOVE 1967 | 12 Soft Copper Oak

4 Colorways | 5 1/4" x 47 1/4" | Laminate
Resilient, safe and stylish, rubber distinguishes itself through its countless functional and aesthetic attributes. Perfect for various commercial applications from educational to healthcare facilities, Rubber is not only durable, but slip resistant, mold and mildew resistant, easy to maintain and comes in a wide range of colors. It even helps reduce noise generation better than conventional flooring.
TRUE TEXTURED TILE HAMMERED PROFILE | 14 Canvas, 25 Pottery Clay, 59 Iris

36 Colorways | 35 11/16" x 35 11/16" and 17 13/16" x 17 13/16" | Rubber
TRUE TEXTURED TILE ROUND PROFILE | Delphinium

56 Colorways | 35 11/16" x 35 11/16" and 17 13/16" x 17 13/16" | Rubber
TRUE TEXTURED TILE SLATE PROFILE | 95 In Service

36 Slate Colorways; 5 Natural Slate Colorways | 35 11/16” x 35 11/16” and 17 13/16” x 17 13/16” | Rubber
TRUE MEDI-FLEX | 59 Iris, 49 Delphinium, 51 Hail Storm

36 Colorways | 5' x 50' Sheet, 35 11/16" x 35 11/16" and 17 13/16" x 17 13/16" Tile | Rubber
MASTER STEP TILE SLATE PROFILE | 150 Maltese Gray, 142 Almond Biscotti, 150 Sienna Sunset

Available in Slate and Hammered profiles. Color and size offerings are dependent on style.
MASTER STEP TILE ROUND PROFILE
152 Cherry Red, 155 Alfresco Brick, 133 Polished Pewter, 134 Platinum Gray

16 Colorways | 17 13/16” x 17 13/16” and 35 11/16” x 35 11/16” | Rubber
RUBBER INSPIRATION
Design welcoming spaces with the warmth of home and strength to endure the most demanding environments. Mohawk’s resilient sheet flooring collections marry versatility and practicality with visuals that range from ceramic tile and cement textures to natural stone and hardwoods, providing an ideal flooring solution for a wide range of residential areas.
SOCIAL HARMONY STRIKING BALANCE | 878 Spring Awakening
RESPLENDENT REFUGE | 929 Silver Linings, INNER GLOW | 828 Rich Layer

16 Colorways | 12" W | Resilient Sheet
Color offerings are dependent on style.